uptake of amines to aid RNA folding. Again, no additional enzymes need to be evolved for this basic form of energy capture and storage, which is only a consequence of the physical properties of the vesicles.

These results demonstrate that simple physicochemical properties of elementary protocells can give rise to essential cellular behaviors, including primitive forms of Darwinian competition and energy storage. Such pre-existing, cooperative interactions between the membrane and encapsulated contents could greatly simplify the transition from replicating molecules to true cells. They also suggest intriguing possibilities for further investigation. For example, a corollary of vesicle competition is that a charged genetic polymer, such as nucleic acid, would be much more effective at driving membrane uptake than an electrically neutral polymer, because most of the osmotic pressure is due to counterions associated with the charged polymer. Could this influence the natural selection of the genetic material itself? Furthermore, competition for membrane molecules would favor stabilized membranes, suggesting a selective advantage for the evolution of cross-linked fatty acids (e.g., di- and triglycerides) and even the phospholipids of today. Greater membrane stability leads to decreased dynamics, however, and the evolution of transmembrane proteins. Such increased protein-membrane interactions would enhance stability, suggesting a selective advantage for membranes with a higher degree of organization. Greater membrane stability would thus enhance the efficiency of protocells, leading to increased cellular diversity and complexity.
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